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Abstract
Applying

knowledge of the interaction

between heavy quarks derived from

the study of CT and 65 bound states. we calculate the spectrum of c6 mesons.
We compute transition

rates for the electromagnetic

and hadronic cascades

that lead from excited states to the ‘So ground state. and briefly consider the
prospects for experimental

observation of the spectrum.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The copious production

of b quarks in 2’ decays at the Large Electron-Positron

(LEP) and in l.S-TeV proton-antiproton

collider

collisions at the Fermilab Tevatron opens for study

the rich spectroscopy of mesons and baryons beyond B,S and Bi. In addition to f?: and At,
which have already been widely discussed, a particularly

interesting case is the spectrum of

c8 states and its ground state, the B,+ meson [l].
Even more than their counterparts in the J/ll, and T families, the c8 states that lie below
the (BD) threshold for decay into a pair of heavy-flavored mesons are stable against strong
decay, for they cannot annihilate into gluons. Their allowed decays. by El or Ml transitions
or by hadronic cascades, lead to total widths that are less than a few hundred keV. All
decay chains ultimately

reach the ‘So ground state B,, which decays weakly. It may be

possible, in time, to map out the excitation spectrum by observing photons or light hadrons
in coincidence with a prominent decay of the B, [‘L]. Th is would test our understanding

of

the force between heavy quarks.
The weak decays of the c8 ground state will be of particular interest because the influence
of the strong interaction
within

can be estimated reliably [3]. The deep binding of the heavy quarks

the B, means that the spectator picture is misleading.

Taking proper account of

binding energy, we expect a rather long lifetime that implies easily observable secondary
vertices. The deep binding also affects the B, branching fractions and leads us to expect
that final states involving r/~will be prominent. The modes Gx+, Qo;‘. tip+. $Df . and JY~+Y,
will serve to identify B, mesons and determine the B, mass and lifetime.
In this Article, we present a comprehensive portrait
and its long-lived excited states.
framework of nonrelativistic

of the spect.roscopy of the B, meson

In Section II, we estimate the mass of the B, in the

quarkonium quantum mechanics and calculate the spectrum of

c8 states in detail. In Section III, we compute rates for the prominent radiative decays of the
excited states and estimate rates and spectra of the hadronic cascades (cJ)i + KK+ (cx), and
(cZ)i + 7 + (c6)~. Using this information,

we outline a strategy for partially reconstructing
2

the c8 spectrum.

A brief summary appears in Section IV.

II. THE SPECTRUM

OF B, STATES

A. The Mass of B,
Both in mass and in size, the mesons with beaut: and charm are intermediate

between

the CEand 65 states. Estimates of the B, mass can? consequently, be tied to what is known
about the charmonium

and T families. To predict the full spectrum and properties of ci;

states, we rely on the nonrelativistic

potential-model

description of quarkonium

levels. The

interquark potential is known rather accuratel!. in the region of space important

for the J/y-

and T families [-I-6]. which spans the distances important
between the short-distance

for c& levels. This region lies

Coulombic and long-distance linear behavior expected in QCD.

We consider four functional forms for the potential that give reasonable accounts of the cz
and b8 spectra: the QCD-motivated

potential [7] given by Buchmiiller

171,= I.-k? &V/c’
a power-law potential

ltlb = d.s8 Ckvfc’

:

and Tye [8), with
(2.1)

[9],

V(r) = -8.064 GeV + (6.895 GeV)(r . 1 GeV)‘.’

,

(2.3)

with

m, = 1.S GeV/c2 mb = .j.ljd Gev/C’ ;
a logarithmic

(2.3)

potential [lo],
V(r) = -0.663.5 GeV + (0.733 GeV) log (r . 1 GeV) .

(2.4)

with
nl,

inb = 1.906 ckL’/c’

3

:

(2..5)

and a Coulomb-plus-linear

potential (the “Cornell potential”)

(41,

V(r) = -; + $ .

(2.6)

with

mc =

l&i

mb = 5.18 &v/c2

Gd’/2

ti = 0.52 u = 2.34 GeV-’

(2.7)

.

(2-a)

We solve the Schrcdinger equation for each of the potentials to determine the position
of the 1s center of gravity for CT. C?I.and & The 3S1 - ‘So splitting of the ij ground state
is given by
M(3S,) - !\l(‘So) = 32,,‘,~;oJ’2
1 1

.

(2.9)

The hyperfine splitting observed in the charmonium family [l],
M(J/+)

= 117 MeV/c’

- M(Q)

fixes the strong coupling constant for each potential.

,

We neglect the variation of a, with

momentum and scale the split.ting of c?; and bs from the charmonium

value (2.10).

The

resulting values of vector and pseudoscalar masses are presented in Table 1. Predictions
for the cz ground-state

masses depend little on the potential.

The B, and B,' masses and

splitting lie within the ranges quoted by Kwong and Rosner [l l] in their survey of techniques
for estimating the masses of the c$ ground state. They find
6.194 GeV/c’ s kit,

5 6.292 GeV/c2 .

(2.11)

and
6.234 GeV/c’ s MB: 5 6.357 GeVfc’

,

with
6.5 Mev/c’

5

i\‘fB;

-

~vff~,

4

5

90

hdeV/C’

.

(2.L3)

We take
:\I& = 6.258 If 0.020 GeVfc’

(2.14)

as our best guess for the interval in which B, will be found [IL?].
We shall adopt the Buchmiiller-Tye

potential [S] for the detailed calculations that follow,

because it has the correct two-loop short-distance

B. Excited

behavior in perturbative

States

The interaction energies of a heavy quark-antiyua.rk
the strong interaction.
of the interquark

spectrum reflects the shape

III the absence of light quarks. the static energy explicitly

hibits linear confinement at large distance.
the spin-dependent

system probe the ba.sic dynamics of

The gross structure of the quarkonium

potentiai.

QCD.

ex-

Further insight can be obtained by studying

forces, which distinguish the electric and magnetic parts of the interac-

ticns. Within the framework of quantum chromodynamics,
forces was first studied nonperturbatively

the nature of the spin-dependent

by Eichten and Feinberg [13,14]. Gromes [1.5] sub-

sequently added an important constraint that arises from boost-invariance of the QCD forms
[16]. One-loop perturbative

QCD calculations for the spin-dependent interactions in a meson

composed of two different heavy quarks have also been carried out [17-191.
The spin-dependent

contributions

to the ci; masses may be written as
A = k$Tk
=

where the individual

(21.5)

.

terms are
T,

=

(L.4)
mG(TJ2i-7nj)
t

(Z

*
+

* Zj)

-

~~l(m,*m;)
1

(2.16)

T4

= gF4(mi,mj)
’ 1

,
5

and the tensor operator is
Sij = 4 (3(s’; ’ l?)(SJ * Ii) - Zl ’ i?J]

(2.17)

In Eq. (2.16) and (2.17), s’i and Z” are the spins of the heavy quarks. L’ is the orbital angular
momentum of quark and antiquark

in the hound st,a.te. and ti is an arbitrary

unit vector.

The total spin is 3 = s’, + S’J.
The leading contributions

to the pk have no explicit dependence on the quark masses. As-

suming that the magnetic interactions
in perturbation

are short-range (0~ (r-“))

and thus can be calculated

theory, we have
Tl(mirmg 1 = TI)( mi, rn,) =

4%
,(r-:‘j

Ta( n1.i.I??,

) =

,-Iw)l’

1 =

?(F3)

(2.18)

:32m,

s
T&w,

m,

.

The connection between F; and !& is Gromes’s general relation; the other equations reflect
the stated approximations.
For quarkonium systems composed of equal-mass heavy. quarks. t,he total spin 5’ is a good
quantum number and LS coupling leads to the familiar classification of states as 2s+1L~.
where ,? = L’ + 3 [20]. The calculated spectra are compared with experiment
(for the II, family) and Table III (for the Y family).
Typical deviations in the charmonium

in Table II

Overall, the agreement is satisfactory.

system are less than about 30 MeV; deviations in

the upsilon system are somewhat smaller. The differences between calculated and observed
spectra suggest that the excitation energies in the c6 system can be predicted within a few
tens of MeV.
The leptonic decay rate of a neutral (QQ) vector meson v” is related to the Schradinger
wave function through [23,24]
IY(VO + e+e-) =

(2.19)
6

where NC = 3 is the number of quark colors, Ed is the heavy-quark charge, and ,Mv is the
mass of the vector meson. The resulting leptonic widths. evaluated without QCD corrections.
are tabulated in Tables II and III. Within each family. the leptonic widths are predicted in
proper proportions,

but are larger than the observed values. The QCD correction reduces

the magnitudes significantly:

the amount of this reduction

the first term in the perturbation

is somewhat uncertain, because

espansion is large [Z].

For unequal-mass quarks. it is more convenient to construct t.hc mass eigenstates by ij
coupling, first coupling t-t,-,

= J’- and then adding the spin of the heavier quark. ?,,+ JT = J’.

The level shifts AcJ) for the L = 1 states with ( ..Jc= $. J = 2) and (J, = i, J = 0) are

For a given principal

quantum number. the two (L = 1. J = 1) c6 states with J, = i and $

are mixed in general. The elements of the mixing matris are
A’,‘3 = ( ---1
?iz

4ln,2

5 )

1

i; --i;+
3mbm,
12?7l;

‘i;

3mbm,
(2.21)

A”’ = -- 1 +- 1
ih
2mf
6m%)
Two limiting

cases are familiar.

(i) With equal quark masses mb = m, E m, the level shifts become
A(2)

(2.22)

while the mixing matrix becomes

A(l)=

-2, - ai; +4F,
6m2
i

(2.23)

The mass eigenstates are the famiiiar ‘Pi. and 3Pi sta.tes of the LS coupling scheme. In this
basis, they may be written as
1%) = - $13 J, = ;) + ,/$Jc = +)
j3h) = &I J, = $) + &IJc

(2.24)

= +)

with eigenvalues
(;;:;;;)

= (9

(-+A:+““)

.

(2.25)

The position of the ‘PI level coincides with the centroid [.jAt2) + :3A(3P, ) + A’“‘]/9

of the

3P~ levels.
(ii) In the heavy-quark limit. mb -+ 3~. the level shifts of the J = 0. ‘,! levels become
A(2) = ‘i;

(2.26)

4m,2

’

Ai”) = -‘ri;
2mZ

,

while the mixing matrix becomes

A(‘,
=

(2.27)

The J, = z and J, = f states separate into degenerate pairs, as expected on the basis of
heavy-quark symmetry (261.
In the c$ system, we label the mass eigenstates obtained by diagonalizing
(2.21) as n(l+)

and n(l+‘).

the matrix

For the 2Pr levels, the mixing matrix is

MeV

.

(2.28)

12(l+)) = 0.55215, = ;) + 0.8331J, =I f)

(2.29)

with eigenvectors

)2( l+‘)) = -0.83315, = ;) + 0.552lJ, = f)
8

and eigenvalues

x2 = -6.C9 1leV

(2.30)

Xi = 0.0005i MeV

.

For the 3Pr levels, the mixing matrix is
/y3P)

-0.13

-2.54

-2.94

-6.91

=

1

,

(2.31)

]3(1+)) = 0.316]J, = 4) + 0.949lJ, = ;)

(2.32)

with eigenvectors

]3( l+‘)) = -0.949lJ,

MeV

= ;) + 0.316]Jc = f,

and eigenvalues
A3

= - i.76 h4eV

(2.33)

Xg = 0.711 MeV

.

For the 4Pr levels, the mixing matrix is
A(4p)

=

MeV

,

(2.34)

with eigenvectors
]4( l+)) = 0.2451J, = 4) + 0.9691J, = f,
]4(1+‘)) = -0.969lJ,

(2.35)

= 9, + 0.24515, = $)

and eigenvalues
x 4 = -5.93 MeV
Xi = I.132 MeV

(2.:36)

.

The calculated spectrum of c8 states is presented in Table IV and Figure 1. Our spectrum
is similar to otiers calculated by Eichten and Feinberg [14] m
’ the Cornell potential [4], by
9

Gershtein et al. [27] in the power-law potential
own version of a QCD-inspired

potential.

(2.2), and by Chen ancKuang

(281 in their

Levels that lie below the BD flavor threshold, i.e.,

with IL1 < b!D + MB = 7.14131f 0.0021 GeV/c’. will be stable against fission into hea.vy-light,
mesons.

C. Properties

of c6 Wave Functions

For quarks bound in a central poklltial.

at the Origin

it is convenient to separate the Schrodinger

wave function into radial and angu1a.r pieces, as
\k.t,(T)

= R,c(r)h,(~+

4) 9

(2.37)

where n is the principal quantum number, ! and m are the orbital angular momentum and
its projection,

&t(r)

is the radial wave function,

and Y&.,(0,@) is a spherical harmonic (291.

The Schr6dinger wave function is normalized.

/

d3Fpncm(F)12 = 1 ,

(2.:3s)

so that

J

OOr*drlR&)l
0

= 1 .

(2.39)

The value of the radial wave function,-or its first.nonvanishing
@j(O) =
- d’~cW
dr’

derivative at the origin,
(2.40)

r=O ’

is required to evaluate pseudoscalar decay constants and production rates through heavyquark fragmentation

[30]. The quantity

]R!$(O)]* is presented for four potentials in Table

V. The stronger singularity of the Cornell potential

is reflected in spatially smaller states.

The pseudoscalar decay constant f&. which will be required for the discussion of annihilation decays c& + W’+ +

final state. is defined b>.
(0(.4,(0)1&(d)

=

ifB,

10

kJ?p

3

(2.41)

where A, is the axial-vector part of the charged weak current.
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa

quark-mixing

\$b is an element of the

matrix. autl cjr, is the four-momentum

of the B,.

The pseudoscalar decay constant is related to the ground-state cb wave function at the origin
by the van Royen-Weisskopf formula [2:3] modified for color,
fi,

In the nonrelativistic

=

wmoco,12 = 31&uw2
nhf

ill

(2.42)

.

potential models we have considered to estimate ~248,and ;tiB:, we

find
500 XIeV ( Buchmiiller-Tye

I

potential [S])

,512 %leI’ (power-1a.w potential [9])

fB,

=

4i9 hIeV (logarithmic

I 687 MeV (Cornell

(2.43)

potential [ 10))

potential [A]).

Even after QCD radiative corrections of the size suggested by the comparison of computed
and observed leptonic widths for J/I? and I’, /&

will be significantly

larger than the pion

decay constant, fir = 131.74 f 0.15 MeV [l]. Th e compact size of the cb system enhances
the importance of annihilation

decays.

III. TRANSITIONS

BETWEEN

c6 STATES

As in atomic physics. it is the spectral lines produced in cascades from excited states to
the readily observable B, ground state that will reveal the c& level scheme. As in the J/v
and r quarkonium

families. the transitions

are mostly radiative decays. A few hadronic

cascades, analogs of the 23S1 + 13Srnn transition

first observed in charmonium.

will also

be observable.

A. Electromagnetic
Except for the magnetic-dipole

(spin-flip)

Transitions
transition

B,, only the eleztric dipole transitions are important
11

between the ground-state

for mapping the &I spectrum.

Bf and

1. Electric Dipole Transitions

The strength of the elect ric.-tlipolc

t r.;lnsit.ions

is go\,erlled

I>y t)lck size of t.he radiator

and

the charges of the constituent quarks. The El t.ransition rate is given by
bdi

---) f + Y) = 4cr ;y2k3(2Jj

+ l)I(jl?+)l’&,

.

(3.1)

where the mean charge is
- m,eg

mbec

(3.2)

<eQ>=

mb

•t

?rk

*

k is the photon energy, and the statistica.l factor S,, = S,, is as defined by Eichten and
Gottfried

[31]. S,r = 1 for “S, +3P~ transitions and S,, = 3 for allowed El transitions

between spin-singlet

states.

The statistical

factors for n-wave to p-wave transitions

reproduced in Table VI for convenience. The El transition

are

rates and photon energies in the

c& system are presented in Table VII.

2. Maynetic Dipole Tmwitions

The only decay mode for the 13S1 (B,‘) state is the magnetic clipole transition

to the

ground state, B,. The Ml rate for transit.ions between s-wave levels is given b>

h*(i + f+ Y) = ~p2t3(?J,

+ l)l(flj0(kr/2)Ji)j2

,

(3.3)

where the magnetic dipole moment is
mbh
c1=

-

mce6

drn,m.b

(3.4)

and k is the photon energy. Rates for the a.liowed and hindered Ml t.rallsitions between
spin-triplet

and spin-singlet s-wave cb states are given in Table VIII.

The Ml transitions

contribute little to the total widths of the 2s levels. Because it cannot decay by annihilation.
the 13S1 c6 level. with a t,otal width of 13.5 e\‘. is far more stable t.han its counterparts

in

the cz and 68 systems, whose total widths a.re 6S f 10 keV and 52.1 f 2.1 keL‘. respectiveI>.

PI.
12

B. Hadronic

Transitions

A hadronic transition between yuarkonium

levels can be understood as a two-step process

in which gluons first are emitted from the hea1.y qua.rks and then recombine into light
hadrons. Perturha.tive QCD is not tlirectl~~ applicable. because the energy available t.o the
light hadrons is small and the emitted gluons are soft. Nevertheless, the final quarkonium
state is small compared to the sy’stem of light hadrons and moves nonrelativistically

in the

rest frame of the decaying quarkonium state. A multipole expansion of the color gauge field
converges rapidly and leads to selection rules, a Wigner-E&art
for hadronic transitions

[Xl.

Th e_ recombination

theorem, and rate estimates

of gtuons into light hadrons involves the

full strong dynamics and can only be modeled. The general structure of hadronic-cascade
transitions

and models for the recombina.tion of gluons into light hadrons can be found in a

series of papers by Yan and collaborators
The hadronic

transition

(33-361.

rates for an unequal-mass QQ’ system differ in some details

from the r&es for a.n equal-mass QQ system with the same reduced mass. The relative
strengths of various terrns lhat contribute

to magnetic-multipote

because of the unequal quark and antiquark

transitions

masses. The electric-multipole

are modified
transitions

are

only sensitive to the rela.tive position of the quark and antiquark alld will be unchanged in
form.
As in the cz and bb systems, the principal

hadronic transitions

the emission of two pions. Electric-dipole

contributions

so the equal-mass results apply directly.

The initial quarkonium

its total angular momentum J’ with :-component
s’, and other quantum

numbers collectively

in the c& system involve

dominate in these transitions,
state is characterized

operator

is spin-independent,,

labelled by a’. The corresponding

the initial

Because the gauge-field operat.ors in the transition

by

i\f’. orbital angular momentum 4’. spin

numbers of the final quarkonium state are denoted by the unprimed symbols.
transition

and

quantum
Since the

and final spins are the same: S’ = S.
amplitude do not depend on the heavy-

quark variables, the transition operat.or is a reducible second-rank tensor, which may be

decomposed into a sum of irreducible tensors with rank k = 0,1,2. The’differential
for the El-El

rate [33]

transition from the initial quarkonium state Cp’to the final quarkonium

state

@ and a system of tr light hadrons. denoted h, is given by
2

k-4’

-&M ‘+@+h)=(2J+l)k
k=O
2

i

e
(X.5)

AU”, F) .

s J J’

I

where M2 is the invariant mass squared of the light hadron system, { } is a 6-j symbol,
and Ak(l?,Ej is the contribution

of the irreducible

tensor with rank I;. The Wigner-Eckart

theorem (3.5) yields the relations among two-pion transition

rates given in Table IX.

The magnitudes of t,he .qk( J”. () are model-tlepenttclIt . Since the .A, contributions

are

suppressed in the soft.-pion limit [:3:3]. we will set .-1r(P. 0 = 0. For some of the remaining
rates we ca.n use simple scaling argun1ent.s from the measured rates in QQ systems [37]. The
amplitude for an El-El

transition

depends quadratically

the scaling law between a QQ’ and the corresponding

on the interquark

QQ system states is given by i32.331:

UQ&‘) <r’<Q8’)>’
UQQ) = (r2(QQ))’ *
up to possible differences in phase space.

separation, so

(3.6)

The measured values for the I/’ ---t L’ + BK,

Y’ -+ Y + rrrl and G(37iO) ---) y’1+ krr transition

rates allow good scaling estimates for the

2s --f 1s + BA and 3D --) 1s + rr7r transitions

in the cb system. We have estimated the

remaining transition rates by scaling the b& rates calculated by Kuang and Yan [34] in their
Model C, which is based on the Buchmllller-Tye

pot.ential [S]. The results are shown in

Table X.
Chiral symmetry leads to a universal form for the normalized dipion spectrum [41],
II?]
--1 dT = Constant x -&p,
(‘2x2 - l)%zi
I’dM
where x = M/2m,

?

(3.7)

and
- (M + .bL$)‘,/~;,
2M~l
14

- (M - Ma)’

(:3.8)

is the three-momentum

carried by the pion pair. The normalized invariant-mass distribution

for the transition 23Sr -+ l?Sr + 7r1r7:
is shown in Figure 2 for the ct. cb, and b& families. The
soft-pion expression (3.7) describes the depletion of the dipion spectrum at few invariant
masses observed in the transitions

~~(2s) -+ til( 1s)~~ [42] and T(2S) --+ T( 1S)an [43], but

fails to account for the Y(3S) + Y(15)~;r and Y(3S) -+ T(2S)nn

spectra [44). We expect

the 35 levels to lie above flavor threshold in the c& system.
By the Wigner-Eckart

theorem embodied in Eq.

-) B,(lS)

in the decay &(2S)

BZ(lS) + xx transition.

(3.5): the invariant

+ ri~i: should have the same form (3.7) as the B;(2S)

to fragment into t.he ch s-waves as 1l.S x lo-’

5.4 x 10-j for Ii -+ B,‘(IS).

2.3 x lo-” for b -+ B,(2S). and 3.2 x lo-”

Given the excellent experimental
production

for b -+ &(2S).

proton-antiproton

collisions, it may be possible to

for the first time in the B, family.

The 23Sr + 13Sr + 77transition
or El-M2

for 6 + B,(lS),

signatures for a,( IS) decay and the favorable prospects

in high-energy

observe the 0 + 0 transition

ceeds via an Ml-Ml

---*

Braaten, Cheung, and Yuan 1301 1lave calculated the probability

for a high-energy 6 antiquark

for &(2S)

mass spectrum

has been observed in charmonium.

multipole.

In the cb system the El-M2

This transition promultipole dominates

and the scaling from the CCsystem should be given by

J@)
(rnb+ m,)2 (r2(cb)) M;, [A!f&- (A4* + Mv)‘]‘~‘[hl& - (M@- !M,)2]*‘*
4rni
r(cE)=
(7ycE)) @T [M;, - (M* + Mq)2]‘qq,
- (f& - Mn)2]‘/2 ’ (3*g)
where I&

and Ma are the masses of the 2%r and 13S1 c& levels, respectively.

of the small energy release in this transition,

Because

the slightly smaller level spacing in the B,

family compared to the J/q f amily (-562 MeV us. 589 1MeV) strongly suppresses q-emission
in the c& system.

The observed rate of r( ~9’ +

ti + ‘1) = 6.6 f 2.1 ke\’ [I] scales to

I-(B,(2S) ---) B,(lS) + 7) = 0.25 keV.

C. Total Widths

and Experimental

Signatures

The total widths and branching fractions are given in Table XI.

The most striking

feature of the c‘b spectrum is the estreme narrowness of the states. A crucial element in
15

unraveling the spectrum will be the efficient detection of the 7%MeV”Ml-photon

that, in

coincidence with an observed B, decay, tags the f3,‘. This will be essential for distinguishing
the B,(2S) * B,(lS) +nx

transition from B,‘(2S) + BT( 1s) + KT, which will have a nearly

identical spectrum and a comparable rate. Combining

the branching fractions in Table XI

of Ref. [30], we expect. the cross section times

with the &quark fra.gmentation probabilities
branching fractions t.o be in the proportions
4

B,(2S)

A reasonable-but

- B,( IS) + nx) z 1.2 x aB( B;(s)
challenging-experimental

-

B;( IS) + 7rK) .

(3.10)

goal would be to map the eight lowest-

lying cb states: the 1s. 2S, and 2P levels. A first. step, in addition to reconstructing

the

hadronic cascades we have just discussed. would be the detection of the 4.5.5-~leV photons
in coincidence with B,. and of :353-, 3S2-, and 39i-Me\:
B, + $72

photons in coincidence with BT ----)

MeV). Th is would be a most impressive triumph of experimental art.

IV. CONCLUDING

REMARKS

A meson with bea.uty and charm is an esotic particle. but pr0spect.s a.re good 1.ha.t it
will be discovered in the near future. As soon as B, has been idenlified. the investigation
competing weak-decay mechanisms. 6 ---) SW’+ (represented by &,x+. &+v.
(represented by B,x +, B,t+v,

etc.), and c& -+ W+(represented

begin. The issues to be studied, and predictions

of

etc.), c -+ SW+

by $D,+, T+P,, etc.), can

for a wide variety of inclusive and exclusive

decays, are presented in a companion paper [3]. Before the end of the decade, it should
prove possible to map out part of the c& spectrum by observing r- and nn-coincidences with
the ground-state

B, or its hyperfine partner B,‘.
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TABLES
TABLE I. Quarkonium

ground-state

ma.sses(in C;eV/c2) in three potentials.

0 bservable

&CD. Ref. [8]

Power-law. Ref. [S]

(c?) 1s

3.067

3.06;

3.06;

3.06;

U’

3.09;

3.09;

3.09;

3.097

5%

2.980

2.980

2.980

2.980

+ - %

0.117”

0.1 lib

0.1 lic

O.llid

(4) 1s

6.31i

6.30 1

6.31;

6.321

B,’

(i.:j3i

6.:) 19

6.33-l

6.343

BC

6.264

6.2-M

6.266

6.254

B; - B,

0.073

0.071

0.068

0.089

(bi) 1s

9.440

9.446

9.443

9.441

r

9.464

9.462

9.4GO

9.476

‘Ib

9.37i

9.398

9.395

9.335

0.08i

0.064

0.065

0.141

r

-

“Input

‘Ib

value: determines

determines

aS = OX.

CI, = 0.36.

dInput

bInput

value; determines

Logarithmic,

value: deterlnines
a, = 0.31.

Ref. [lOI

Cornell, Ref. [4]

CI, = 0.413. “Input

value:

TABLE II. Charmonium

masses and leptonic widths in the Buchmiilkr-Tye
Mass (Gek’/$ )

Level
Calculated

Obaervc?d’

2.980

2.9788 * 0.0019

13S* W/J)

3.097

3.09G88 f 0.00001 f 0.00006b

z3po (xccl)

3.436

3.4151 f 0.0010

z3p1 (Xcl)

3.486

3.510.53 f 0.00004 f 0.00012b

Q3P2

3..507

3.5561.5 f 0.00007 f 0.00012b
3.5262 f 0.000 I3 f 0.0002'

l’s0 (sic)

(xc2)

2%

(hc)

3.493

230

(T4)

3.608

g3s1 (IL’)

3.686

Il.GMOO l 0.000 10

‘See Ref. [l]. bSee Ref. [‘21]. ‘See Ref. [Z].
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potential.

Leptonic Width (keV)
Calculated

Observed*

8.00

3.72 k 0.35

3.6;

2.1-1 f 0.21

TABLE III.

b& masses and leptonic widths in the Buchmiiller-Tye
Mass ( GeV/cZ )

Level
Calculated

C'alculated

Observed”

l.il

1.3-I f 0.04

O-i6

O..i86 f 0.029

0.5.5

0.44 f 0.03

9.3ii

13S1 CT)

9.464

9.lbO32 f 0.00022

z3po (x60)

9.834

9.8598 j, 0.0013

z3h

(Xbl)

9.864

9.8919 f 0.0007

z3p2

ixb2)

9.886

9.9132 410.0006

2%

(hb)

9.873

230

(7;)

9.9&l
10.007

33D,

10.120

s3D2

10.126

33D3

10.130

3’Dz

IO.l’Li

10.02330 f 0.000:31

33p0

( ?(bO )

10.199

IO.2x!O f o.oooi

33h

i tbl)

10.224

10.2549 f 0.0006

33p?

(lb?!

10.242

10.26835 f 0.0005i

3% (4

10.231

3’So

10.298

33s1

10.339

41so

10.573

43s,

10.602

aSee Ref. [l].

Leptonic 1t:idth (keV)

Observed=

l’s0 (‘?b)

23s1 (Y’)

potential.

10.35.53 f 0.000.5

1o..;fioo f 0.003.5

TABLE IV. cb masses (in GeV/c’) in the Buchmiilier-Tye

potential.

Calculated Mass

Eichten & Feinbetg”

Gershtein et al.b

Chen & Kuangc

l’s0 WC)

6.264

6.243

6.246

6.310

13S*PI)

6.337

6.339

6.329

6.355

23Pi-J

6.700

6.69;

6X4.5

G.728

2 l+’

6.736

G.i-IO

6.i4 1

6.760

2 1+

6.730

6.719

6.682

6.764

23P2

6.74;

6.i.50

6.760

6.7i3

2'so

6.856

6.969

6.863

6.890

23s,

6.899

7.022

6.903

6.91;

33D1

7.012

s3D2

7.012

33D3

7.005

3%~

7.009

33Po

7.108

7.06i

7.134

3 l+’

7.142

7.129

7.1.59

3 1+

7.135

i.099

i.160

a3P2

i. 1.53

i.143

7.166

390

7.244

33s1

7.280

4*so

7.562

43s1

7.594

Level

(7.008)

(i.327)

“See Ref. [14]. bSee Ref. [27]. ‘See Ref. [28]; th e masses correspond to Potential I with
Am=

150 MeV.
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TABLE V. Radial wave functiotls
Level

at the origin and related quantities

for cb mesons.

IR~~(0)12
&CD, Ref. [8)

Power-law, Ref. [9]

1s

1.642 GeV3

1.710 GeV3

I..508 GeV3

3.102 GeV3

2P

0.201 GeV5

0.327 GeV5

0.239 GeV”

0.392 GeV”

2s

0.983 GeV3

0.950 GeV3

0.7iO GeV3

1.737 GeV3

3D

0.055 GeV’

0.101 GeV’

0.0.55 GeV’

0.080 GeV’

3P

0.264 GeV”

0.332 GeV”

0.239 GeVs

0.531 GeV”

3s

0.817 GeV3

0.680 GeV3

0.563 Geim3

1.-I27 GeV3

T-ABLE VI. Statibtical

Logarithmic.

Factor S;r for .‘PJ -‘DJ,

Ref. [lo]

Cornell, Ref. [4]

+ 1 ‘I’ransitiolls.

0

1

2

1

1

l/2

1

2

9110

2

1

l/50

2

2

9150

2

3

1812.5

2i

TABLE

Photon energy (!deV)

Transition
23P2 +
2(1+) 2(1+) 2(1+‘) 2(1+‘) 23PiJ 23s 1 -

1351 + y
13S1+ y
l’s0 + y
13s1 + -f
l’s0 + -)
13S1+ 7
23P2

VII. El Transition

+

7

213 1 -23s* 2’SO 2150 33D3 a3D2 33D2 -)
33D2 33D, 33Dr 33D1 33D 1 3lD2 -

2(1+‘)
2(1+)
+-Y
+ 7
23Po + 7
2(1+) + y
2( l+‘) + 7
23P2 + 3
23P2 f-y
2(1+)-t 7
2(1+') + y
23P2 + 2
2(1+) + 1
2(1+') + y
23Po + 7
2(1+')+ 7

a3P2 -

13S* +-y

167
161
196
125
119
258
258
2i-I
g.jr:
2i-I
268
302
268
770

s3P2 - s3D2 +
33P2 + 33D, +
3(1+) - 13S1 +
3(1+) --t 23s1 t
3(1+) ---* 33D2 +
3(1+) + 33D, t

142

3(1+‘) ---) 13s1 t 7
3(1+‘) + 23Sl t y
3(1+‘) --* 33D2 + y
3(1+‘) + 33D, t y
33Po - 1% t 7
33PlJ - 23s1 4-y
33Po - 33D,+7

(GtV-’
l.ilS
I.;14
l.il4
1.il-I
l.il4
l.il4
-2.24;

142
142

)

r( i - f + y ) (keV)
112.6
99..5
0.0
0.1
.56.-I
79.2

1-3
I.1

-2.24;
-2.247
-2.2-I;

14..5
0.0
7.8

-2.21;

0.0

-2.24;
2.80.5 .
2.80.5
2.805
2.SO.j
2.80.5
2.805
2.80.5
2.80.5
2.80.5
0.304
2.i92
-2.4.55
-2.4.55
-2.4.55

26s

249

7
7
y
7
y
7

(/jrli)

397
382
4.50
387
4.55
:3.5:3
1.51

33P2 - 23s, t 7
33P2 --) 33D3 + -y

Rates in the cb Syst.em.

0.30;
2.792

s.2
98.7
24.7
88.8
0.1

2 .i
49.3
0.0
88.6
92.5
2.5.8
i3.8

li.8
3.2
0.2
22.1
5-I.3

754
232
125
125
760

-2.4.55
-2.455
0.304

239

2.792

5.4

-2.45.5
-2.4.5.5
0.303
2.i92
-2.4.55

11.5
0.4

131
131
729
20.5

98

2s

9.8

0.3
2.1

21.9

41.2
6.9

TABLS VIII.

Ml Transition

Rates in the cb System.

Transition

Photou energy ( MeV)

L‘(i -

231 --) 250 + y

33

0.9990

0.0289

23s1 -

l’s0 + y

GO6

0.039.5

0.1234

290 -

13sr + y

499

0.0265

0.0933

1ss1 -

l’s0 + y

i2

0.9993

0.1345

TABLE IX. The relative rates for the allowed tivo-piou El-El
states and spin-singlet

trawitionb

/+y)

(keV)

Iwtiveen spin-triplet

states. The reduced rates are denoted by .-lk( e’. E) \vhere k is the rank of

the irreducible tensor for gluon emission and !’ and t! are the orbital angular momenta of the initial
and final states respectively.
Transition
33P* -, 23Pz + 7r7r
33P2 -

23Pi + XA

Rate
Ao(1.1)/3+A~(1.1)/~+7.4~(1.1)/60
.4,(1.1)/12

33P2 + 23Po + 7r7r
33P* + 23P* + 7rR
33PI -

23P1 + 7rR

cb Estimate (keV)”

t :I&( 1. I)/20

A2(1,1)/15
5A,(l,1)/36+
Au(l. 1)/3 t A,(l.

A2(1.1)/4
1)/12 t z-12(1.1)/U

1.4
0.03
0.01
0.05
0.02

33P1 - 23Po + 7rk

A,( 1.1)/9

0

33Pu - 23P2 + 7r7r

.‘l.L( 1. 1)/I3

O.Oi

33Pe -

23P1 + K7r

A1(1,1)/3

0

33Po -

23P(J + K7r

Ao(l, 1 I/3

1.4

33D~fi -

13S1 + KK

23s* -

1ss, + 77R

31Pt - 2iPt + 7r7r
s1D2 -) l'so + KA

290 -

l’s0 + 7r7r

“Sum of 7r+7r- and 7r07ro.

442(2,0)/5

Ao(O, 0)
.~o(Ll)/W

Ai(1,1)/3+.42(1.1)/3
.%?,O)/Fj

.-l,(O. 0)

32f

11

50 f 7
1.4
:32f 11
.50 f i

TABLE X. Estimated rates for two-pion

El-El

transitions

between &levels,

scaled from CC

and b6 measurements and calculations.
(09)

Transition

ra.te (keV)

Reduced rate (cb) (keV )

(65) : 11.7 f 2.2"
23Sl -Ps*

t XA

(CC)

: 141 f 2i"
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&I( 0.0) = 30 f 8
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3if
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lTfSb

.42(2.0) = 13; f 70

(CC) : 5.5 f 23 * 1 I“

0.72

Mean: -I3 f 1.5

AL(2.0) = 20-l f 94
.4&!(2.0) = 16Of 56

33Po - 23Po t IF7r

(66) : O.ld

1.xs

I,)( I. I ) = 4.2

s3P2 -

(bb) : O.Old

1.e>:

.-12( I. I ) = 0.2

“Particle

23P1 + lrlr
Data Group

Collaborations.

average (11. bhqeasured by the CrJ*stal Bali [3S] and Mark

‘Measured

by the Mark

Yan [34] using the Buchmiiller-Tye

III Collaboration

potential

[S].
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[40]. dCalculated

II (39)

by Kuang and

TABLE XI. Total widths a.nd branchilrg fractions of ck levels.
Branching

Decay Mode
I’S,:

Fraction

(percent)

I- = 0.135 keL
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I’S0 + 7
2’50:

r = 55 keC
91
9

l’s0 + nn
2(1+‘) + Y
2’SI:

I-=9OkeV
55
20
16
9

13Sl + n*
23Pz + 7
211+\ + ^I
iJPo’i7
23Po: I- = i9 keV
1%

100

+ 7
2(1+):

19,

I- = 100 keV
loo

+7
2(1+‘1:

I

l- = 56 keV
100

I’S0 + 7
2”P?: I- = 113 keV

loo

1JSl + 7
33D~: r = 153 keV

18
2
29
51

1JSI + TX
23P? + 7

2(1+)+-Y
23Po + -t
35D1: I- = 146 kcV
l%, + nx
23P2 + 7

‘22
17

191 + Irn
23Pz +r

24
?6
4’ D1: I- = 124 keV
26
74

l’s0 + mr
2(1+‘) + 2
33Po: t- = il

keV*
2
31

2JPo+*x
1% + Y
23% +7
33D; + 4

51

10
3(1+):

r = 86 keV’
26
63
I1

1% + f
23s, + 7

3’Dz + 7
3(1+‘):

r = 21 keV*

2(1+‘) + 1x
1% +7
23s; 4 7
z3D2 + 7
33P1: l- = 122 ktV*
23Pz + *I
13S1 + 7

i
10
26
55
I
21
60

2js1+7

I5
3

33D, + 7
33D; +;

“Should this state lie above flavor threshold, dissociation
tabulated decay modes.
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Figure 1: The spectrum of cb states.
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Figure 2: Normalized dipion mass spectrum for the transition 23S1 --$ 13S1+
KK in the $ (dashed curve), B, (solid curve). and Y (dotted curve) families.

